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Wednesday 20th April 2022
09:00 Chairman’s Opening Remarks and Address

12:30 Lunch Time Break

THE FUTURE OF OFFSHORE OPERATIONS
& MAINTENANCE

13:30 One-to -One Meetings & Networking Break

09:10 Case Study
The Current Global/European Market Trends and Developments
in the Offshore Wind Industry
•
Introduction
•
Status quo of the wind industry
•
Market trends and developments
•
Forecast
•
Conclusion
Dirk Briese / MD / wind:research
09:40 Case Study
Japanese Offshore OM Market
•
Who we are?
•
Different between Europe and Japanese
•
Challenges in Japan
Takeshi Yamanoi / General Manager / Engineering DepartmentOffshore wind / Eurus Energy Holdings Corporation

ACHIEVING WINDFARM O&M EXCELLENCE
AND MAXIMIZING PROFITABILITY

10:10 Case Study
Bolted Connections: an O&M own goal?
•
Despite presenting the biggest scheduled maintenance burden in offshore
		
wind, bolted connections have some of the lowest quality asset data
		
on which to base integrity management decisions.
•
How moving away from a check-tighten philosophy can reduce safety risk,
		
improve asset integrity and return significant value to wind farm operators.
Pete Andrews / Managing Director / EchoBolt
10:40 Case Study
Optimising O&M with Foundation Condition Monitoring
•
Although risk based asset management approaches are well understood
		
for turbines, the offshore wind industry is yet to converge on a best 		
		
practice approach for foundations.
•
Arup has developed a state-of-the-art remote monitoring solution that
		
continuously measures in-service loads and enables a risk-based, 		
		
targeted inspection and maintenance approach for foundations.
•
The accuracy of the approach increases over time, as more data becomes
		
available, ultimately leading to life extension demonstration.
•
These activities are estimated to add $25m/year of extension in value,
		
and reduce through life carbon emissions by 15% for a 500MW wind
		 farm.
George Walker / Offshore Wind Asset Management Lead / Arup
11:10 One-to -One Meetings & Networking Break

DIGITAL INNOVATIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES
TO IMPROVING EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY

11:30 Case Study
Digitalization Workflow for Structuring and Standardizing
Maintenance Information of Wind Turbines
•
Maintenance data of wind turbine assets often is unstructured
		
and not standardized.
•
Interoperability of various enterprises, development of data driven models
		
with labeled data and KPI driven maintenance optimization therefore
		 hindered.
•
A workflow is presented which structures and standardizes available
		
maintenance information and therefore enables to make use of not yet
		
usable maintenance information
•
Maintenance data is automatically assigned to domain standards like
		
RDS-PP® using text classification methods
•
By implementing the workflow the usage of standards is accelerated,
		
KPIs can be assessed
Marc-Alexander Lutz / Projekt Manager / Fraunhofer IEE
12:00 Case Study
Digitalization of Offshore Wind Farms
4G/5G Data Networks are providing a whole new set of opportunities for the
Offshore Technicians. The use of smart googles and live remote assistance is not
science fiction anymore but instead the new reality with superfast private mobile
data networks.
Brian Boye / Senior Manager Telecom Systems / Semco Maritime A/S

13:40 Case Study
ATLANTIS: Shaping the Future of Robotized O&M in Offshore Wind
•
EDP NEW in a nutshell: Leading the energy transition
•
ATLANTIS
		
o Coastal Testbed: A pioneer infrastructure for disruptive tests;
		
o Robotic solutions for OW O&M: de-risking and upgrading data 		
			analysis
		
o Tests in Windfloat Atlantic, a real offshore wind farm
João Formiga / Head of Renewable Technologies area / EDP NEW
14:10 Case Study
Project Dr-SUIT: Drone Swarming for Offshore Wind Farm 		
Inspections Enabled by Uncrewed Surface Vessel and LEO Satcom
•
What innovative approach we take towards OWF inspection efficiency
		
with minimal turbine downtime?
•
How we plan to achieving end-to-end autonomy in OWF blade
		
inspection including power supply?
•
How our integrated USVs (uncrewed vessels) and drone 		
		 swarms are route-optimized in order to inspect an entire OWF
		
in one single day?
•
How we will operate and monitor the USV / drone fleet remotely from
		
an onshore control centre?
Jointly presented by
Alex Fraess-Ehrfeld / Founder & CEO / AIRBORNE ROBOTICS
Asrul Harun Ismail / Research Associate / University of Portsmouth
Ramsay Lind / Business Development Manager / Ocean Infinity

DATA DRIVEN O&M STRATEGY AND THE NEXT
FRONTIERS OF FLOATING WIND

14:40 Case Study
Operations & IMR the WindFloat Way
Drivers for LCOE cost Reduction and the specific role of OPEX. How is Principle
Power taking those considerations in the design of the WindFloat. Further on
Principle Power will focus on the importance of a lifestyle approach to cost and risk
management during the Project’s Operations phase.
Clara de Moura Santos / Vice President Operations & Maintenance /
Principle Power
15:10 One-to -One Meetings & Networking Break
15:30 Case Study
Lessons Learned from Benchmarking Floating Wind Construction
and O&M Simulation Models
•
We have benchmarked construction and O&M simulation models
		
on behalf of the Floating Wind Centre of Excellence, as well
		
as undertaken a state-of-the-art review.
•
The project has been extremely collaborative as we have engaged
		
with over twenty-five international stakeholders.
•
The presentation will summarise the outcome of the state-of-the-art
		
review and explain the methodology in the benchmarking programme,
including outlining scenarios and gathering input data.
•
We will discuss the project outcomes with a focus on lessons learned.
Luke Eatough / Operational Performance Engineer / Offshore 		
Renewable Energy Catapult
16:00 Case Study
Driving Benefits from O&M Data. The Dream, The Reality and How
to Get Started.
In this session, Chris Gray (CEO i4SEE) and Paul Grimshaw (CTO Sennen), will
discuss the real issue of the gap between the ideals of data integration and the
reality often found in offshore wind operations. What can be done to collect data in
a meaningful way, what are the challenges to look out for and how to make a start
at making a difference to an O&M strategy.
Jointly presented by:
Christopher Gray / CEO / i4SEE TECH GmbH
Paul Grimshaw / CTO / Sennen
16:30 Panel Discussion
Data-Driven Decision Making in Offshore Wind Operations
•
How can data be used to improve decision-making?
•
Which are the main challenges on handling data and how can we solve
		 them?
•
Which are the main analytical tools being used?
•
How can data be harmonized between different sites?
•
How to define a base case using operational data?
•
How can we combine Operations and maintenance data?
Moderator
Karl Fatrdla / Renewable Energy Consultant / Karl Fatrdla Consulting
Panelist
Christopher Gray / CEO / i4SEE TECH GmbH
Alex Fraess-Ehrfeld / Founder & CEO / AIRBORNE ROBOTICS
Bora Tokyay / Co-Founder and CEO / Kavaken
Akhilesh Goveas / Founder & CEO / SpectX
Paul Grimshaw / Founder & CTO / Sennen
17:20 Chairman’s Closing Remarks and End of Day One

Virtual Event

Thursday 21st April 2022
09:00 Chairman’s Opening Remarks and Address

12:50 Lunch Time Break

OFFSHORE WIND ASSET OPTIMIZATION
AND PERFORMANCE

13:50 One-to -One Meetings & Networking Break

09:10 Panel Discussion
Offshore Wind O&M Optimization- How to Improve Performance
and Reliability
•
Incorporation of automatic data acquisition and monitoring technology
•
Remote monitoring capability of offshore wind
•
Predictive, preventative and corrective maintenance
•
Advanced monitoring and performance strategy to optimise offshore wind
		
asset operations
Moderator
Karl Fatrdla / Renewable Energy Consultant / Karl Fatrdla Consulting
Panelist
Thomas Humphries / Director of Technology and Co-Founder / 		
Cognitive.Business
Richard Crowhurst / General Manager, Rampion Offshore Wind
Farm / RWE
Alex Fraess-Ehrfeld / Founder & CEO / AIRBORNE ROBOTICS
George Walker / Offshore Wind Asset Management Lead / Arup
Chris Conway / Business Development Manager - Condition 		
Monitoring / Synaptec

IMPROVING OFFSHORE WIND OPERATIONS, REDUCING
COST AND RISK

10:20 Case Study
Synaptec - Cable Condition Monitoring Solutions
•
Company & technology introduction
•
The subsea O&M challenge
•
Cable failure analysis
•
Synaptec's cable condition monitoring solution
Chris Conway / Business Development Manager - Condition 		
Monitoring / Synaptec

15:00 Case Study
Offshore Wind O&M – Driving Down Maintenance Costs
•
Petrofac & our transition to Wind
•
Providing integrated services across the offshore wind sector
•
Capitalising on digital solutions to minimise opex spend and maximise
		
asset availability for Clients
Phae Pritchard / Head of Wind O&M - New Energy Services / Petrofac

10:50 Case Study
Optimizing Offshore O&M by Using the Power of Gearbox Domain
Knowledge and AI
•
Effective field service interventions and up-tower repairs for ZF gearboxes
•
Support of replacement units for various offshore turbine types
•
Fast Return to Operation using AI and gearbox domain knowledge
		
to optimize service
•
How to do optimum spare parts planning
•
Tailored trainings for contract customers to boost service efficiency
Matthias Vittinghoff / Key Account Manager Service EMEA & EA / ZF
Wind Power
11:20 One-to -One Meetings & Networking Break
11:50 Case Study
Convert the Rotor into a Remote Sensing Device: Holistic Rotor Blade
Monitoring
•
Part wake effects: wind conditions across the whole rotor swept area
•
Rotor equivalent wind speeds for performance analysis
•
Loads and component life time
•
Early blade damage detection for predictive maintenance
Karl Fatrdla / Renewable Energy Consultant
12:20 Case Study
Hidden Multi-Million £ Performance Losses in Offshore Wind
•
There are currently undetectable losses on every wind farm
•
The cost of fixing these losses can be negligible
•
The AI required to detect these losses is highly complex
•
Case study: how 2 million models uncovered the surprising truth behind
		
a power performance upgrade
Thomas Humphries / Director of Technology and Co-Founder / 		
Cognitive.Business

14:00 Case Study
Cost Implications when going bigger
•
What are the expected and already seen impacts on going for larger
		
wind turbine sizes?
•
Are cost expected to reduce or increase?
•
Where are the economies of scale expected.
Fernando Sevilla Montoya / Offshore Wind O&M Global Hub Lead /
DNV
14:30 Case Study
Operational Readiness for Offshore Wind
•
The importance of a holistic asset management approach from early
		
stage project development to decommissioning
•
Why we need operational readiness and what are its main components.
•
Operational readiness checklist and industry insights.
Alex Koltsidopoulos / Principal Consultant / Ramboll

15:30 One-to -One Meetings & Networking Break
15:50 Case Study
Autonomous Aerial Radiography for Detection of Internal Structural
Defects
Introduction: Company
Case Study: Offshore wind: O&M challenge
•
SpectX Technology: X-ray inspection using multiple synchronized 		
		
autonomous drones
•
3D tomographic reconstruction & defect detection
Akhilesh Goveas / Founder & CEO / SpectX
16:20 Case Study
Location, Location, Location: Global insights into the impact
of weather on O&M
Laurie Wilkinson / Metocean Analyst / JBA Consulting
16:50 Chairman’s Closing Remarks and End of Day Two

Bora Tokyay / Co-Founder and CEO / Kavaken
Bora is the Co-Founder and CEO of Kavaken. After graduating from Lafayette College with a dual degree, he completed his master's at MIT. He
started his career at ExxonMobil in the US on the development of large offshore platforms and returned to Turkey after 12 years. Since then he
focused on use of technology and data in the energy industry at startups and consulting firms. He is now thrilled to be working with a great team
to deliver value to renewable energy companies with data and make Kavaken a globally successful clean-tech firm.

Takeshi Yamanoi / General Manager / Engineering Dept,-offshore wind / Eurus Energy Holdings Corporation
Takeshi Yamanoi joined Eurus Energy in 2012 after spending 10years construction company as civil engineer.
His first several years career at Eurus was construction management of Japanese Onshore WF. In addition, he was involved in WF Planning and
design phase. Since 2018 , he has headed leader of Offshore Engineering Dept, team is in charge of offshore wind design, construction planning
and operation planning.

Thomas Humphries / Founder & Director of Technology / Cognitive.Business
As Director of Technology and Co-Founder at Cognitive.Business, Thomas drives Cognitive’s technology development and architectural strategy.
A physicist by background, Thomas’ career has seen him take on roles spanning many fields in energy, including: reliability engineering, data
science, and software development. He developed the A.I. and cloud based systems that support the global Monitoring and Diagnostic (M&D)
centre at Uniper and their customers. He led E.ON’s R&D into the use of data science for quantification of performance degradation on wind
turbines due to leading edge blade erosion. At Cognitive, Thomas is responsible for the development of Wind AI, for world-leading turbine
performance analysis and WAVES, improving the safety of offshore transfers.

Pete Andrews / Managing Director / EchoBolt
Pete Andrews has delivered operational, engineering and leadership roles across a broad range of power generation assets and technologies.
Working in offshore wind over the last eight years he has delivered substantive roles including Plant Manager for a major offshore wind farm
and Commercial Manager supporting major asset divestments and managing large offshore wind services. He is currently Managing Director
at EchoBolt, an organisation specialising in the management of structural integrity of wind turbines.

Alex Fraess-Ehrfeld / Founder & CEO / AIRBORNE ROBOTICS
Alex Fraess-Ehrfeld is founder & CEO of Airborne Robotics as well as AIR6 Systems. The combined Group is one of the pioneers among
European UAV manufacturers and is based in the UK, Austria and Germany. He studied Business Administration and has more than 25 years
of experience in finance, investment banking and general company management. Since 2016, Alex has been working with commercial
drones - in development, production as well as their integration into vertical industries and applications. He has been driving the Group’s
application-specific focus, in particular in surveying, energy (power lines, wind, oil & gas), agriculture & forestry and logistics.

Alex Koltsidopoulos / Principal Consultant / Ramboll
Alex is a Principal Consultant at Ramboll’s offshore wind asset management team focusing on supporting clients with their operational strategy
development. Prior to joining Ramboll he was a Lead Consultant at Xodus’ project development team and an R&D Engineer with EDF in the UK,
supporting with the operational improvement of existing and future offshore wind assets of the Group.
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Phae Pritchard / Head of Wind O&M - New Energy Services / Petrofac
Phae joined Petrofac in 2021, taking control of the operational delivery of Petrofac's global wind O&M portfolio. Leveraging wide experience
gained across operator and various contractor organisations, she is core to strategic development within New Energy Services. She is invested
in sustainable change, driving operations and maintenance strategies which support reductions in carbon emissions and waste whilst improving
safety, productivity and efficiency. Clients are at the heart of everything Phae does and her focus is to support them in maximising the performance
of their assets

Marc-Alexander Lutz / Projektmanager / Fraunhofer IEE
Marc-Alexander Lutz holds a Master Degree in Engineering with the focus on renewable energies. He has been working in the group for reliability
and maintenance strategies at the Fraunhofer Institute for Energy Economics and Energy System Technology in Kassel, Germany since 2016. His
scope of work includes assessing of different data sources to identify component condition and the implementation of processes for predictive
maintenance. This includes statistic based approaches to estimate the reliability of certain wind turbine components as well as site specific
reliability indicators. Furthermore it includes the development of predictive maintenance algorithms. A combination of neural networks and
heuristics to decide if an anomaly is severe or not and the combination of those with the event data

George Walker / Offshore Wind Asset Management Lead / Arup
George is a mechanical engineer with over ten years' experience of advanced engineering projects in the offshore wind sector. He currently leads
offshore wind asset management at the global consultancy Arup. He also leads a team of loads and structural analysts providing specialist input
for design of offshore structures worldwide. His experience includes delivery of numerous foundation design and life extension assessments in the
UK, Europe and East Asia, and development of Arup’s monitoring and cloud-based software solution for foundation integrity assessment

João Formiga / Head of Renewable Technologies area / EDP NEW
João Formiga [M], MSc (Tech.), is graduated in electrical engineering, with a major on energy systems. Between 2013 and 2019, he worked
for EDP Labelec’s Energy Consulting department, on innovation and development projects, from the root development to the implementation
and maintenance phases. In 2019, he joined Renewable Technology area in EDP NEW as Project Manager in several H2020 projects, namely
ATLANTIS, DURABLE and POCITYF.

er
Ramsay Lind / Business Development Manager / Ocean Infinity
Ramsay Lind is Business Development Manager at Ocean Infinity and has been in this position for over a year. In that time Ramsay has been
responsible for overseeing the Inshore/Nearshore business line, leading and supporting a number of grant funded innovative projects, applying
innovative solutions for a host of commercial applications and helping build teams enabling the development of market thought leadership in
clean propulsion and automation, in the offshore sector.

Asrul Harun Ismail / Research Associate / University of Portsmouth
Asrul Harun Ismail is a Research Associate in Operations Research at the University of Portsmouth. He is currently working on a project with the
University of Portsmouth, Airborne Robotics, Ocean Infinity and Avanti Comm to plan and route a drone swarm together. Since 2017, he has
developed metaheuristic and machine learning methods to make the methods simpler, faster, and more accurate. He has been implementing
those developments into complex problems in the fields of supply chains, manufacturing, and autonomous systems. In 2019, he came up with the
domino algorithm, which is a constructive heuristic algorithm that can be used to solve discrete or combinatorial optimization problems.
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Akhilesh Goveas / Founder & CEO / SpectX
Akhilesh Goveas is the Founder & CEO of SpectX, an autonomous aerial radiography inspection and asset management Startup for difficult
to access assets like offshore wind turbines. Akhilesh is a mechanical engineer with prior work experience in automotive manufacturing. He
completed his masters in sustainable energy technologies, specializing in wind energy. He modelled and optimized a wind powered drinking water
and electricity production system for poor developing countries before founding SpectX in 2021. Currently he is driving the development of the
MVP at SpectX to make X-ray inspections of hard to reach assets possible using multiple synchronized autonomous drones.

Paul Grimshaw / Founder & CTO / Sennen
Paul is a creative and highly skilled software architect with a passion for the latest technology. Having spent 15 years working with renewable
energy systems Paul understands the challenges of working with different types of data and systems in the sector and is adept at advising clients
as they seek to enhance their digital strategy. As head of operations systems at WPO, a technical asset management company, Paul handled
over 2GW of wind and solar. Paul has spearheaded the development of Sennen’s operations systems, working closely with leading industry
organisations including London Array wind farm and Foresight Group.

Christopher Gray / CEO / i4SEE TECH GmbH
Christopher Gray has more than 20 years of industrial experience, working originally in the gas turbine and automotive industries and for the
last 12 years in the wind industry. He is an energetic and creative entrepreneur and has founded and directed several successful technology
companies. Currently he is the CEO of i4SEE TECH GmbH, a company providing automated software solutions and strategies for wind turbine
fleet optimisation. He is a specialist in the field of data analytics, predictive maintenance and digitalisation and holds a Masters degree in
Renewable Energy Systems.

Brian Boye / Senior Manager Telecom Systems / Semco Maritime A/S
Brian is originally from the Danish Armed Forces where he spent 15 years working with various Telecom Systems both domestically and internationally
in Bosnia and Iraq. He left the armed forces as a SFC in 2007 to join SAAB Group in the Defence Industry, conceptualizing Telecom Systems
for use in Defence, NGO, UN as well as in the Oil & Gas Sector. Brian joined Semco Maritime in 2012 in the Telecoms Department, still
focusing on Development, Concepts and this time also Sales, of Telecom Systems for use in the Offshore Environment. In 2014 Brian joined LM
Wind Power/GE Renewables as Global Service Sales Lead and here gained in depth knowledge about Offshore Wind Farm Projects, challenges
and possible solutions. Brian re-joined Semco Maritime in 2020 and is once again focusing on the core competence, being Telecom concepts
and systems for Offshore use, this time with a strong focus on leveraging the technological advancements of the Industry 4.0 Revolution,
and bringing Internet of Things (IoT) into the Offshore Industry.

Laurie Wilkinson / Metocean Analyst / JBA Consulting
Laurie has been working in the offshore renewable energy industry for ten years, spending the last five developing and using JBA’s metocean risk
management software, ForeCoast Marine. He is now the technical lead for the software, managing licensing and consultancy for offshore wind
projects.
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